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Abstract

Water properties measured by the central mooring in the Line W mooring

array southeast of Cape Cod document a large character shift during the

period of November 2001 to April 2008. The observed temperature, salin-

ity and planetary potential vorticity (PPV) anomalies manifest changes in

the formation region of the water masses present at Station W, specifically

upper Labrador Sea Water (uLSW), deep Labrador Sea Water (dLSW) and

Overflow Water (OW). During the observation period, the minimum in the

PPV anomaly field relative to the record mean PPV profile migrated from

1500m, where it was originally found, to 700m. Temporal changes in the ver-

tical distribution of temperature and salinity were correlated with the PPV

changes. This suggests a dLSW-dominated first half of the record, versus an

uLSW-dominated second half. The structure of these anomalies is consistent

with observations within the Labrador Sea, and their transit time to Line W
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agrees well with tracer-derived times for signals spreading along the western

boundary. In that context, the observed water properties at Line W in the

early 2000s reflected the intense deep convection in the Labrador Sea in the

mid 1990s, with less intense convection subsequently affecting lighter isopyc-

nals. The observed velocity field is dominated by high-frequency (periods of

days to months) fluctuations, however, a fraction of the velocity variability is

correlated with changes in water mass properties, and indicate a gradual ac-

celeration of the southwestward flow, with a corresponding increase in Deep

Western Boundary Current transport.

Keywords: Deep Western Boundary Current, Labrador Sea Water,

variability, transport, potential vorticity

1. Introduction1

In the traditional view of the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) circu-2

lation, the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) was considered to be3

the main pathway from the high-latitude water mass formation regions into4

the subtropical domain. The existence of the DWBC was first predicted by5

Stommel (1958) who invoked a deep boundary current to close the abyssal6

circulation. But it was not until 1960 that the DWBC was observed for the7

first time (Swallow and Worthington (1961)). At intermediate depths the8

North Atlantic’s DWBC is occupied by Labrador Sea Water (LSW). This9

water mass is believed to originate in the Labrador and Irminger Seas as well10

as in the Labrador current (Pickart et al. (1997)). Modeling studies suggest11

that changes in the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) are related12

to the rate of production of LSW (e.g. Mauritzen and Häkkinen (1999),13
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Bailey et al. (2005), Böning et al. (2006)).14

The time-averaged DWBC at mid-latitudes in the North Atlantic appears15

as a well-organized current with little vertical shear and typical velocities of16

5 to 10cm/s (Joyce et al. (2005) and Toole et al. (2011)). Looking closer,17

observations at the exit of the subpolar gyre (e.g. Schott et al. (2004), Schott18

et al. (2006) and Pickart and Smethie (1998)), reveal that the DWBC has two19

separated velocity cores, a shallow one between 500 and 2000m, and a deeper20

one centered around 3000m. About 40◦N, the steepness of the continental21

slope and the relative position of the Gulf Stream, cause the two cores to22

appear aligned and the overall flow in the DWBC to look more barotropic.23

The upper part of the water column above the DWBC, extending from the24

surface to the upper limit of the LSW is typically referred to as Slope Water25

(SW) and represents a mixture of very fresh and cold shelf water originating26

in the Subpolar North Atlantic that is transported into the subtropics by27

the Labrador Current, and waters from the Northern Recirculation Gyre28

(NRG) of the Gulf Stream. The mean flow in this upper part of the water29

column has very similar speeds to those found in the DWBC underneath it30

(Flagg et al. (2006)). Underneath the Slope Water, the uppermost layer of31

the DWBC, extending from 500m to 1000m approximately, is occupied by32

upper Labrador SeaWater (uLSW). uLSWmay be formed by convection near33

the boundary in the Labrador Sea (Pickart et al. (1997)) or in the middle34

of the basin during less severe winters (Stramma et al. (2004), Yashayaev35

(2007), Kieke et al. (2006) and Kieke et al. (2007)). Because convection36

down to the level of uLSW can occur under moderate winter conditions, this37

water mass is thought to be renewed every year (Pickart et al. (1997)) unlike38
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its deeper counterpart, the deep Labrador Sea Water (dLSW). The dLSW39

occupies the intermediate depths of the DWBC, typically from 1000m down40

to 2500m. dLSW is a thicker layer of much more homogeneous fluid, since it41

is formed in the middle of the Labrador Basin during winters when favorable42

conditions for deep convection (as deep as 2000m or more) occur. The densest43

component of the NADW within DWBC below the dLSW, typically referred44

to as Overflow Water (OW), is formed in the Nordic Seas and their adjoining45

sill overflows (e.g. Worthington (1976) and Pickart (1992)).46

After they are formed both types of LSW move into regions where the47

local stratification demands their depth to increase in order to conserve den-48

sity. Once no longer in contact with the atmosphere their potential vorticity49

(PV) tends to be conserved (in the absence of mixing). It is this insula-50

tion from surface forcing and the low PV values that characterize water of51

convective origin, that allow LSW to be traced by its PV minimum. Based52

on maps of the North Atlantic PV, Talley and McCartney (1982) identified53

three main pathways for the newly-formed LSW: (1) northeastward into the54

Irminger Sea, (2) southeastward underneath the North Atlantic Current and55

(3) southward via the DWBC. Similar results were found by Rhein et al.56

(2002) based on chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) distribution and by Bower et al.57

(2009) from float observations (though by only a few of their floats).58

Along the east coast of the US between Grand Banks and Cape Hat-59

teras, due to conservation of potential vorticity, the steep bathymetry acts60

to constrain the path of the DWBC to lie within one hundred kilometers61

of its mean position over the continental slope. For that reason it is rela-62

tively straightforward to monitor the DWBC transport here as compared to63
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26.5◦N, where the DWBC sits above a relatively flat bottom and exhibits64

large offshore shifts (Bryden et al. (2005)).65

Estimates of the mean DWBC transport in the North Atlantic suggest66

the mean DWBC exhibits some variation along its path. East of the Grand67

Banks, Schott et al. (2006) estimated that the mean transport of the DWBC68

below the σθ = 27.68kg/m3 (upper boundary of the uLSW) was -17.5±69

6.8Sv. As the NADW enters the subtropical domain, at 55◦W, Pickart and70

Smethie (1998) obtained a slightly larger mean transport of -18.9±6.3Sv for71

the same water masses. Further downstream at 70◦W, Joyce et al. (2005)72

reports an Eulerian mean of -16.5±2.5Sv, similar (within the error bars) to73

the more recent estimates by Toole et al. (2011) from 4 years of moored ve-74

locity measurements at the same site (-18Sv 4-layer Eulerian mean, -25.1Sv75

when averaged in stream coordinates). On approach to Cape Hatteras, most76

of the DWBC waters in the upper part of the water column, including some77

within the LSW depth range, are entrained by the Gulf Stream and recircu-78

late back into the mid-Atlantic Bight. Only the deepest components manage79

to cross directly under the Gulf Stream (Bower and Hunt (2000) and Pickart80

and Smethie (1993)). South of the cross-over, the DWBC recovers some of81

the lost transport via recirculation, and by 26.5◦N the mean transport is82

increased in magnitude to -35 to -40Sv, half of which appear to be locally83

recirculating waters (Lee et al. (1996) and Bryden et al. (2005)).84

Our knowledge of the temporal variability of the DWBC transport is85

much less complete due to the lack of long term measurements. The available86

records show that the DWBC velocity field is highly variable on intraseasonal87

scales, and it is only the density field that shows clear interannual variations88
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(Schott et al. (2006) and Vaughan and Molinari (1997)).89

Observational studies suggest that the fraction of the LSW exported via90

the DWBC may not be as large as once believed. Fischer and Schott (2002)91

found that none of the profiling floats deployed in the Labrador Sea in the92

Spring and Summer of 1997 were able to navigate the rough topographic93

features around Flemish Cap and enter the subtropical domain. Instead, all94

of their floats recirculated back into the Labrador Sea, or flowed eastward95

toward the Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone. However, Getzlaff et al. (2006)96

modeling study showed that the profiling nature of these floats had a signif-97

icant impact in the float trajectories. They found that shorter surface time98

resulted in more floats following the DWBC path. In a more recent study,99

Bower et al. (2009) deployed a number of RAFOS floats (non-profiling) in100

the period 2003-2006 at the LSW depth within the Labrador Current and101

obtained similar results to those by Fischer and Schott (2002). Only 8% (3102

out of 40) of the floats deployed in LSW depth range north of the Grand103

Banks followed the classic path along the continental slope to subtropical104

latitudes. Most of the floats recirculated back into the Subpolar North At-105

lantic. Among these that eventually traveled south, most did via an interior106

pathway. It is important to mention that neither Fischer and Schott (2002)107

profiling floats nor Bower et al. (2009) floats (isobaric) were following den-108

sity surfaces. This could in part explain some of the differences between109

these float-derived pathways and Kieke et al. (2009) findings. Based on the110

spreading of T/S anomalies observed in hydrographic data, as well as moor-111

ing and ARGO floats, they concluded that the DWBC is the main pathway112

for the export of the LSW. In addition, both these float studies mentioned113
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above took place during weak to no-convection conditions in the Labrador114

Sea (Yashayaev (2007)); it is possible that LSW pathways are different during115

years of strong convection.116

In this study we use data from a series of Moored Profiler mooring deploy-117

ments in the DWBC downstream from the Grand Banks to characterize the118

variability at this site and investigate changes in the NADW, with particular119

focus on the LSW. We will relate the observed changes to changes in dense120

water formation in the subpolar North Atlantic. The paper is organized as121

follows: first we introduce the data set. A description of the time-averaged122

and anomaly fields measured by Moored Profilers, and the patterns of co-123

variability between the density and velocity fields follows. Next we explore124

the variability in the depth-integrated velocity seen at the mooring site and125

discuss what the possible sources of this variability are. And then before the126

discussion, we describe the observed changes in the water masses and relate127

the variability to the spreading rates for these water masses away from their128

formation regions.129

2. The dataset: W3 deployment.130

The bulk of the data used in this study were obtained from a series of 6 1-131

year-long subsurface mooring deployments at a site located on the continental132

slope southeast of Cape Cod near the 3000m isobath at approximately 39◦N133

69◦W (hereafter W3, see figure 1). The moorings were equipped with a134

McLane Moored Profiler (MMP) that measures conductivity, temperature,135

pressure and horizontal velocity, and well as Vector Averaging Current Meters136

(VACM) and MicroCAT’s fixed at the top and bottom of the mooring. The137
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Figure 1: Map (bathymetry in meters) of the area of study. The red circle indicates the

location of mooring W3. WOCE line AR7W in the Labrador Sea (used in Yashayaev

(2007)) is shown by the dashed red line. The solid red line is T/P-Jason altimeter track

126, coincident with Line W. The dashed white line tracks the 3000m isobath from the

Labrador Sea into the western North Atlantic.

record examined here consists of one deployment in 2001-2002 that returned138

profile data from November 2001 to August 2002, and 5 sequential one-139

year deployments (from April 2003 to May 2008). During 2004-2008, W3140

was deployed together with 4 other moorings as part of the Line W program141

(http://www.whoi.edu/science/PO/linew/index.htm) in an effort to monitor142

the transport of the DWBC in the western North Atlantic. Results from the143

first 4 years of the full array deployment are presented by Toole et al. (2011)144

and Pena-Molino (2010).145

After processing (for details on the processing see Toole et al. (2011)), the146

MMP data set consists of 2dbar vertical resolution profiles of temperature,147
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salinity and absolute horizontal velocity data. The MMP’s were programmed148

to sample in bursts, with a burst typically consisting of 4 profiles spaced 9149

hours apart, and bursts separated by 5 days. In order to filter tidal and150

inertial motions, all profiles within a burst were averaged (Silverthorne and151

Toole (2009)), thus the final temporal resolution examined here is given by152

the frequency of the bursts rather than that of the individual profiles. These153

and other details for each deployment are shown in Table 1. One of the most154

valuable attributes of the MMP data is its vertical resolution, allowing us155

to accurately compute planetary potential vorticity (PPV, defined here as156

(−f/ρ0)∂ρ/∂z), a key variable in the study of water masses of convective157

origin. An important limitation of the dataset is missing data. In the pres-158

ence of strong currents the MMPs sporadically returned incomplete profiles159

or failed to profile as scheduled, and often exhausted their battery supply a160

month or so before each mooring was serviced.161

Table 1: W3 mooring deployments.

Time MMP depth range Burst scheme

11/2001-08/2002 94-2960m 4-profiles, 4-day

05/2003-04/2004 74-2950m 4-profiles, 5-day

04/2004-05/2005 60-3150m 4-profiles, 5-day

05/2005-04/2006 104-3220m 4-profiles, 7.5-day

04/2006-04/2007 60-3192m 4-profiles, 5-day

04/2007-05/2008 60-3190m 6-profiles, 5-day

Some additional processing was performed on the data before the present162
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analysis. Missing data were treated as follows: in the vertical, incomplete163

profiles that were missing more than 30% of the profile span (normally at164

the top and/or bottom of the mooring), were excluded from this analysis.165

For the remaining partial profiles, VACM and MicroCAT data1 were used to166

fill in the gaps using linear interpolation. Small temporal gaps (smaller than167

14 days) were also filled by linear interpolation; larger gaps were masked.168

The resulting data were then gridded onto a 7-day common time axis, and169

only the depth range sampled by all 6 mooring (220-2900m) deployments170

was retained.171

One last step in the post-processing involved identifying and excluding172

Warm Core Ring (WCR) events. W3 is located north of the mean axis of173

the Gulf Stream but close enough that large Gulf Stream excursions (rings174

and meanders) can sometimes block and reverse the otherwise equatorward175

DWBC flow at W3. These excursions represent a significant fraction of the176

variability in the region and have a large impact on the record-mean tem-177

perature and salinity. Defining anomalies relative to the full-record mean,178

including the rings, produces temperature and salinity anomaly fields that179

consist of positive anomalies (warm and saline) when the rings are present,180

and negative anomalies (cold and fresh) during ring-free periods. It was181

therefore necessary to exclude the rings to isolate the internal variability of182

the water masses that constitute the NADW beyond the effects of the rings.183

Because the large horizontal velocities associated with the rings often pre-184

1VACM and MicroCAT for the four more recent deployments, those that were part of

the full Line W array, were obtained at approximately 1m from the top and bottom of the

MMP depth range.
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vented or limited the ability of the MMPs to profile, ring periods were largely185

already eliminated from the data set. In those cases when an MMP was able186

to profile during all or part of a ring event, the data from those periods were187

manually eliminated. To determine when a set of profiles was contaminated188

by a ring, we took advantage of the large temperature anomalies associated189

with warm core rings, and eliminated profiles (from the already gridded data)190

that contained temperature anomalies (relative to the full record mean profile191

rings included) in the upper 1000m with amplitudes three times (or more)192

larger than the standard deviation of the time series. The exclusion of rings193

as described above implied an 8% reduction in the record’s length.194

3. Results195

3.1. Evolution of the hydrographic properties and circulation at W3196

3.1.1. The time-averaged and the anomaly fields.197

Temperature, salinity, PPV and downstream velocity2 anomalies in depth198

space were obtained by removing the record mean profiles after rings were199

excluded (right panels figure 2). The anomaly fields were subsequently nor-200

malized by the standard deviation at each depth level to account for the larger201

variances observed in the upper ocean relative to the abyss (left panels figure202

2). Results presented here do not change qualitatively if the normalization203

is not performed.204

The time-averaged density field at W3 is typical for the Slope Water205

region in the western North Atlantic with a relatively shallow pycnocline206

2Rotated into the along-isobath direction, ca. 29◦ counterclockwise from the east.

Positive velocities are to the northeast, and negative to the southwest.
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Figure 2: The color maps on the right show normalized time series of, from top to bot-

tom, downstream velocity, potential temperature, salinity and planetary potential vorticity

(PPV) anomalies at W3 (depth axis beginning at 150m). Neutral density surfaces bound-

ing the water masses uLSW, dLSW and OW (table 2) are in black. Left panels show the

mean, thick black line (bottom axis), and standard deviation (STD), thin gray line (top

axis), profiles for the corresponding variables. A blow-up of the bottom 2000m of mean

PPV and salinity profiles are shown in the shaded box to resolve the PPV and salinity

minima in the dLSW layer.
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compared to the stratification just a few hundred km further offshore south207

of the Gulf Stream, and a PPV and salinity minima at mid depth indicative208

of the presence of LSW. At 220m depth, mean temperature values are around209

10◦C (waters to the north of the Gulf Stream are typically around 12-13◦C210

at 150m) bounded below by a steep thermocline followed by a gradual tem-211

perature decrease all the way to the bottom, where potential temperatures212

of about 2◦C are found. Mean salinity values range from 35.4 at 220m to213

35 at the base of the thermocline. Below the thermocline, salinity changes214

are much smaller, with a local minimum at the LSW layer, co-located with215

a PPV minimum. The mean velocity is to the southwest at all depths, with216

maximum velocities of -5cm/s in the top 500m and a nearly linear vertical217

shear that brings the record mean velocity down to -3.5 cm/s below 2500m.218

The variability in the temperature and salinity fields is characterized by219

a change in the sign of the anomalies from the first to the second half of the220

record. This character change is clear in the normalized temperature anoma-221

lies, with the first half of the record being on average warmer than the later222

half, but rather small in the salinity anomalies. The vertically averaged salin-223

ity anomalies in the second half of the record are fresher by 0.003 (calculated224

reversing the normalization) than those in the first half. These warm (cold)225

and saline (fresh) anomalies don’t always occupy the entire water column,226

but rather have a vertical structure consisting of alternating layers of warm227

(and saline) and cold (and fresh) water roughly contained within the depth228

range of the SW, uLSW, dLSW and OW (see figure 2). Anomalies in the229

SW, uLSW and OW vary in phase, with warm and saline anomalies for most230

of the period 2001-2003 and cold and fresh anomalies from 2006 until the231
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end of the record. Anomalies in the dLSW depth range vary with opposite232

sign. In the transition period between 2004 to 2006, as well as in early 2002,233

the anomaly fields appear nearly depth independent.234

Changes in the temperature and salinity fields are only partially com-235

pensated. Fluctuations in the density field, as is typical in this region, are236

dominated by temperature changes. Thus associated with the relative cool-237

ing from the early part of the record to the later, the water column contracts238

and the density increases. When the density field is vertically integrated to239

estimate dynamic height, we find that these uncompensated T/S changes240

lead to an overall drop of the free surface3 of about 10cm. This drop in the241

free surface is in good agreement with changes in Sea Surface Height (SSH)242

measured by Topex/Poseidon and Jason altimeters. The difference between243

the averaged SSH for the same two 6-month periods used in the mooring244

calculation corresponds to a drop in SSH of 8cm.245

The most interesting of the signals are found in the PPV field. There is246

a clear change in the vertical structure of the PPV around 2004. The first247

half of the record is characterized by a thick layer of relatively low PPV at248

the level of the dLSW and a more stratified uLSW layer. In the second half,249

the situation reverses. The PPV minimum gradually migrates upwards to250

occupy the whole range of uLSW and the part of the water column right251

above it (SW). The stratification in the dLSW increases during this time.252

The timing of this transition from a denser type of LSW to a lighter ver-253

3Calculated as the final free surface, given by the average over the last 6 months of

the record, minus the initial free surface, given by the average of the first 6 months of the

record.
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sion is consistent with the evolution of the LSW observed in the Labrador254

Sea about a decade earlier. Stramma et al. (2004) found from a series of255

hydrographic observations taken between 1996 and 2001, that after the ex-256

ceptionally deep convection in the central Labrador Sea ceased in the mid257

1990’s, the dLSW layer became thinner, while the uLSW layer, almost absent258

before 1996, increased its thickness up to 2001. The same transition from259

the denser to the lighter LSW observed here at 69◦W around 2004 was ob-260

served in the central Labrador Sea in 1998 (Yashayaev (2007)). This implies261

an averaged water parcel transit time from the Labrador Sea (from WOCE262

line AR7W in figure 1) to W3 of 6 years, equivalent to a speed of 2.5cm/s263

following the 3000m isobath. Similar spreading rates were found by Fine264

et al. (2002) from CFC concentrations along the DWBC.265

3.1.2. Vertical modes of co-variability.266

To examine the joint variability in the downstream velocity, potential267

temperature, salinity and planetary potential vorticity fields we performed a268

multivariate EOF decomposition. Due to the different nature of the variabil-269

ity in the velocity signal, more rapidly fluctuating compared to the other vari-270

ables, standard EOF analysis did not produce a robust, physically-meaningful271

leading mode. The first and second modes resulting from this analysis (not272

shown here) were mixed. The mixing of modes had very little effect on273

the hydrographic variables (temperature, salinity and PV), since they are274

strongly correlated, and EOF analysis can therefore easily isolate the co-275

varying part in them in the form of orthogonal modes with exponentially276

decreasing amplitude. The first and second velocity modes, on the other277

hand, had similar amplitudes (both large) and opposite sign that tended to278
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cancel each other out when the modes were combined, typical of modes that279

are poorly separated. In order to extract the part of the velocity variability280

that covaried with the temperature, salinity and PPV fields, we performed a281

VARIMAX-rotation on the first three modes4 (von Storch and Zwiers (1999)).282

The rotation significantly changed the structure, both amplitude and sign,283

of the leading velocity mode while the temperature, salinity and PPV spatial284

patterns remained practically unchanged. This being again a consequence285

of the already well-separated nature of the hydrographic variables (highly286

correlated). An alternative way of extracting the part of the velocity field287

that is correlated with the temperature, salinity and PPV fields, is by calcu-288

lating the joint EOF of the hydrographic fields alone, and then computing289

correlation indices between the resulting leading principal component, and290

the velocity time series at each depth. The correlation indices (one for each291

depth level) obtained by this method reproduce the exact same velocity (spa-292

tial) pattern that is obtained via VARIMAX rotation, thus justify the use of293

rotation and our final choice of leading mode. This mode is described next.294

The leading rotated mode (figure 3) is characterized by cooler and fresher295

water at all depths, with slightly smaller amplitude at mid depth, in particu-296

lar at 1500m for temperature and 2000m for salinity. In PPV, the mode con-297

sists of alternating layers of low-high-low anomalies in depth with interfaces298

(zero-crossings) at 1500 and 2500m. The velocity mode is characterized by299

negative velocities (stronger southwestward flow) down to 2500m, with little300

vertical shear, and a sign reversal in the bottom 500m (in-phase with posi-301

4One disadvantage of the rotation is the loss of information regarding the amount of

variance explained by each of the rotated modes (see von Storch and Zwiers (1999).
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tive PPV anomalies at mid-depth). The principal component of the leading302

mode, PC1, is dominated by a sign change at the beginning of 2004 going303

from a mostly negative (warmer/saline) early part of the record to a mostly304

positive (colder/fresh) in the second half. This relationship between the tem-305

perature and velocity fields captured by the leading EOF, stronger velocities306

to the southwest in phase with colder water, can be also reconciled with the307

drop in the surface elevation discussed in the previous section. If the surface308

elevation inshore from W3 remains unchanged or experiences a smaller drop,309

a plausible scenario since shelf and slope are governed by different processes,310

the slope of the free surface would have increased causing a stronger velocity311

to the southwest as captured by the EOF.312

While the PPV mode clearly captures the vertical structure of positive313

and negative anomalies discussed earlier, the temperature and salinity modes314

fail to do so. The amplitude of the mode at intermediate depths decreases,315

but the mode is single signed in depth. These depth-independent temper-316

ature and salinity changes could be caused by changes in the rate of en-317

trainment of warm and saline Gulf Stream waters as the LSW progresses318

southward, or due to the effect of isopycnal heaving in the depth-averaging319

process. These processes are then emphasized by the EOF’s tendency to se-320

lect the normal modes of the system (nth-mode having (n−1) zero-crossings)321

(North (1984)).322

The amplitude of the rotated velocity mode, once the normalization is323

undone, is one order of magnitude smaller than the standard deviation of the324

full velocity fluctuations. Considering the mean downstream velocity profile325

(−3.5 to −5cm/s) the fluctuations that are captured by this mode represent326
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Figure 3: Top panels show the leading mode of the VARIMAX-rotated EOF of the down-

stream velocity, potential temperature, salinity and PPV. Open circles show the nor-

malized values (top axis), and solid circles show absolute values (bottom axis, once the

normalization is reversed). The color scale represent the amplitude of the normalized

values, therefore ranging from -1 to 1. The amplitude and sign of the patterns captured

by these EOFs change over time according to their corresponding principal components,

shown in the bottom panel.
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approximately 25% of the mean flow’s amplitude. This implies that if we add327

or subtract the rotated velocity mode times one standard deviation of the328

principal component, the mean velocity profile will accelerate or slow down329

by 1cm/s (see figure 4). When the mode is subtracted from the mean, the330

strength of the flow (southwestward) in the upper 2000m decreases, while331

it increases in the bottom 500m. This results in an overall reduction of the332

shear. The opposite is true when the mode is added to the mean. When the333

mode reaches its maximum amplitude (PC1≈2), the velocity anomaly is still334

only 50% of the amplitude of the mean flow, which is not large enough to335

cause flow reversals.336

Based on the VARIMAX-rotated leading EOF, only some 10% of the337

variability in the flow is related to changes in the density field captured338

by PPV mode 1. The dominant mode of variability of the velocity alone339

(capturing approximately 45% of the variance), EOFV , is also shown in figure340

4. When the amplitude of this mode is multiplied by the standard deviation341

of the corresponding PC1 (not shown here), PC1V , is comparable to the342

amplitude of the mean. Subtracting this mode from the mean can produce343

a flow reversal in the deeper part of the water column where the mean flow344

is weaker. At times when PC1V is large (twice the standard deviation),345

this mode can reverse the flow in the entire water column. PC1V fluctuates346

at higher frequencies than does the joint mode. Some of these fluctuations347

are related to changes in the direction of the flow, not in its strength. The348

departures of the direction of the instantaneous flow from the downstream349

direction are rather large. Only when the velocity is averaged over periods350

longer than 6 months does the direction of the flow start to converge to351
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mean value.
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that of the mean. Year-to-year differences in the annually-averaged flow are352

comparable in amplitude to the variability captured by the joint EOF. So we353

can think of the joint EOF as a filter that is selecting only the fluctuations354

that represent the low-frequency changes in the strength of the flow and not355

in its direction.356

In the deeper part of the water column, some of the high frequency vari-357

ability associated with directional changes is due to Topographic Rossby358

Waves (TRW). Their presence in this area is well documented in the litera-359

ture (e.g. Thompson and Luyten (1976), Pickart and Watts (1990), Pickart360

(1994) and Fratantoni and Pickart (2003)). TRW’s are bottom intensified361

with periods at Line W ranging from 25-40 days. In the upper 1000m, most362

of the observed directional changes are related to Gulf Stream rings and me-363

anders, also very frequent at this location (eg. Brown et al. (1986) and Watts364

and Johns (1982)). Although most of the rings and meanders were excluded365

from the record by eliminating extreme warm and salty events, part of their366

signal still remains. In velocity, the amplitude of this signal is large compared367

to the much weaker DWBC variability, and therefore picked up by the EOF368

analysis as one of the dominants modes.369

3.2. The transport response to changes in the LSW370

One of the interesting results from the EOF analysis was the in-phase/out-371

of-phase relationship between the velocity and the PPV for the uLSW and372

dLSW. While the PPV anomalies in the upper and deep LSW had opposite373

sign, the sign of the corresponding velocity anomalies was the same. Consid-374

ering the temporal pattern of the mode, PC1, we found that when the flow375

was strong to the southwest, the cold, fresh, and low PPV anomalies were376
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located in the uLSW depth range. When the colder, fresher low PPV water377

was found in the dLSW depth range, the velocity anomalies were positive378

and thus the southwestward flow was weaker. How does this relation trans-379

late into transport? The transport per unit width, T , for the uLSW and380

dLSW layers can be expressed as the product of the layer thickness, h, and381

the velocity averaged within each layer, v:382

T = v · h

Both layer thickness and velocity may be separated into a mean (overbar)383

and a perturbation (prime):384

v = (v′ + v̄)
385

h = (h′ + h̄)

Substituting into the transport expression and subtracting the mean, we find386

the variability in the transport, T ′, consists of three terms:387

T ′ = (v · h)′ = v′ · h̄+ v̄ · h′ + v′ · h′

The first term in the right hand side of the equation represents changes in the388

transport due to the changes in the velocity, the second includes changes due389

to changing layer thickness, and the last is the non-linear term representing390

the part of the transport variability that is due to correlated changes in the391

velocity and layer thickness. Because we are interested in the low frequency392

signals that are associated with changes in the density field, we replace v′ by393

the part that is captured in the EOF analysis of the previous section. Using394

the neutral density boundaries for the water masses shown in Table 2, we395

calculated the transports time series for the uLSW and dLSW (figure 5).396
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Table 2: Neutral density surfaces, γn, used in defining the water mass boundaries. Values

shown in kg/m3.

UpperBoundary LowerBoundary

uLSW 27.8 27.897

dLSW 27.897 27.983

OW 27.983 28.066

The contribution from the non-linear term to the transport is negligible,397

although of opposite sign for the two water masses. Variations in the trans-398

port are, for the most part, due to variations in the velocity field. This is in399

large part due to the fact that h̄ >> h′ and v̄ ≈ v′. The evolution of the to-400

tal transport for both layers is similar, with increasing southward transports401

toward the end of the record. The distribution between the terms is differ-402

ent. In the uLSW, the contribution of layer thickness and velocity have the403

same sign, they are both positive or both negative, while in the dLSW these404

two terms are opposing. When the southward dLSW flow accelerates, the405

layer thickness decreases. Based on the term v̄ · h′ alone, we see some degree406

of compensation between the transport of the two LSW types, as found by407

Rhein et al. (2007) in the Labrador Sea. But this compensation at W3 is408

done entirely by the density field. When the uLSW layer expands the dLSW409

contracts. The amplitudes of the trends are similar, and they largely cancel410

out when added together. This compensation is, as we said, partial because411

transport changes are due to both changes in the layer thickness and changes412

in the velocity field. Thus, changing thickness of opposite sign in the two413
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classes of LSW can still be associated with a net transport change of the414

same sign (dashed line in figure 5) caused by velocity changes.415

3.3. Water mass variability416

Some of the variability observed in figure 2 is related to the effect of the417

heaving of the isopycnals on the depth-averaging, rather than to real changes418

in the water mass. To separate these two sources of stratification variability419

and investigate changes in the water mass properties, we transformed the420

vertical coordinate to neutral density. Using the mean density profile as a421

reference, we defined the increments in the density axis, γi
n, to be volume422

conserving on average. In one dimension, this is equivalent to saying that423

the mean vertical distance between all adjacent density surfaces is the same,424

δZγi
n
= constant, not the density interval itself, δγi

n 6= constant.425

Two aspects of the water mass variability were explored in the isopycnal426

coordinate system. First, we looked at temperature and salinity changes in427

a water mass bounded by two neutral density surfaces using the same layer428

definitions used in the transport calculation (see Table 2). Second, we looked429

at changes in the density of a particular water mass. The properties of the430

water masses formed by convection in the Labrador Sea vary on interannual431

time scales, and they do so not only by changing their temperature and432

salinity but their volume and density as well (Yashayaev (2007)). To explore433

these changes in the density of the different water masses we defined them434

based on their PPV signature.435
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Figure 6: θ/S diagram. The gray contours are the isopycnals, in black are the boundaries

of the uLSW, dLSW and OW. The arrows indicate the transformation in the dLSW and

uLSW layers.

3.3.1. θ/S variability (fixed-γn range).436

To explore interannual θ/S changes in the water masses the 5.5-year437

record was binned into November-to-November means (to maximize data438

usage). The irregular distribution of temporal gaps through the record, in439

particular the 295-day gap between the first and second deployments, can440

cause some differences between the annual mean estimates that are not real441

but the result of averaging different amounts of data. This is also true for442

the last time interval, which includes only of 6 months of data. We must be443

careful then in interpreting these results. The only true (unbiased) annual444

means are those corresponding to years 2003-2007. Means corresponding to445

the periods 2001-2002, 2002-2003 and 2007-2008 could potentially be biased446

due to the limited data available (8, 7 and 6 months respectively).447
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The θ/S diagram of the annually averaged data (figure 6) showed that448

within the dLSW layer, the water became progressively warmer (by about449

0.2◦C) and saltier (by about 0.01) throughout the observational period. The450

salinity minimum that characterizes dLSW was slightly denser than the mean451

layer density, suggesting the real boundary of the water mass may be lower452

than the γn = 27.983kg/m3. In time, the minimum eroded and had almost453

disappeared by the end of the record. The same evolution was seen by454

Yashayaev (2007) in the central Labrador Sea. In the uLSW the situation455

was the opposite. The water cooled and became fresher with time. There456

was no sign of the salinity minimum that characterizes this water mass in the457

Labrador Sea (Stramma et al. (2004)), presumably due to the mixing with458

the warmer and more saline surrounding water (Pickart et al. (1996)). The459

θ/S curve for the 2005-2006 period was somewhat anomalous. We believe460

this is due to a warm core ring event in the Spring 2006, whose effect on the461

water masses was not completely removed from the record.462

3.3.2. Density variability in the water masses.463

The layer thicknesses of the uLSW and dLSW inferred from the vertical464

distribution of positive and negative PPV anomalies in figure 2 was more465

variable than the fixed-density range layer definitions used in the transport466

calculation. These larger fluctuations in layer thickness were consistent with467

the evolution of the LSW thickness in the Labrador Sea shown by Yashayaev468

(2007). The density of the LSW layer that is produced every year by con-469

vection is variable as well. These changes are completely missed when the470

different types of LSW are represented by two fixed density surfaces (e.g.471

Stramma et al. (2004) and Yashayaev et al. (2007)). For this reason, we472
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explored density variability within the water masses using PPV to define the473

layers instead of fixed γn values.474

To define the water masses we used a scaled form of potential vorticity in475

density coordinates, namely potential thickness, in a similar fashion to what476

is done in Yashayaev (2007). In order to obtain an expression for potential477

thickness, q̃γn , density is exchanged by pressure in the definition of PPV in478

Z-coordinates, q, and subsequently scaled by pressure:479

q ∝ −
1

ρ

dρ

dz
480

qγn ∝
dz

dγn

Neutral density, γn, replaces density, ρ, in the isopycnal coordinate system.481

Because the density coordinate transformation is volume conserving (density482

intervals are defined so that they contained the same volume of water), dγn in483

the denominator of the second expression is not constant, thus interpreting484

qγn can be complicated. For that reason we normalize qγn by dγn, and define485

a new variable:486

q̃γn = qγn · dγn

q̃γn is a measure of the stretching, in meters, of the density layers (in the487

infinitesimal sense). In the mean, by definition q̃γn = constant.488

Similar to its Z-coordinate equivalent, due its derivative nature, q̃γn is489

very noisy and unless the density field is smoothed, that noise dominates the490

interannual signals. To avoid this, individual profiles were smoothed with a491

250m box-car filter, and the top and bottom 150m of the water column were492

eliminated to avoid edge effects. The resulting vertically smoothed profiles493

were low-pass filtered with 1-year digital Butterworth filter. A one-year filter494
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Figure 7: Layer stretching anomaly, q̃′γn

, in decibars calculated from the smoothed density

field. The right axis shows the depth of the corresponding γn in the mean. The black

line is the zero anomaly contour, q̃′γn

= 0. The grayded areas correspond to gaps in the

original time series.

cutoff was chosen to emphasize the time scale of the fluctuations in the dense495

water formation process. Gaps in the data were filled by linear interpolation496

(none of the gaps are longer than the filter’s window so linearly interpolating497

did not introduce any additional data). Once the smooth q̃γn was calculated498

and its mean removed, we used potential thickness anomalies, time-mean499

removed, (see figure 7) to investigate density changes in the LSW.500

In the time series of potential thickness anomalies, recently ventilated501

waters appeared as positive features (water less stratified than the mean)502

coherent (vertically) in space as well as in time. We took the zero anomaly503

contour, q̃′γn = 0, as the boundary between the layers. Features whose depth504

core was located between 500 and 1000m trace the evolution of uLSW, while505

features between 1000 and 2500m are dLSW. Below was the OW. These506

boundaries are approximate, not always clearly defined and can sometimes507

overlap. The properties at the q̃′γn minimum and the thickness of the layers508

bounded by the zero contour experienced large variations. The core of newly509
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ventilated dLSW deepened by about 500m, from 1500m where it was found in510

2001 to approximately 2000m in 2003. This change in depth was accompanied511

by the corresponding change in density, going from γn=27.95kg/m3 in 2001512

to γn=28kg/m3 in 2003. We note that the latter value is larger than the513

lower boundary of the dLSW used in the previous transport calculation.514

This suggests that, at times, up to 25% of our dLSW transport estimate515

could be mis-assigned to OW. The thickness of the uLSW as seen in figure516

7 was also larger than the thickness of the layer based on the fixed density517

boundaries. So its transport could be underestimated as well.518

The evolution of PPV in Z-coordinates shown in Figure 2 suggested that519

the two types of LSW at W3 alternate throughout the record. The same520

is evident in density coordinates, however the transition between the dLSW521

and uLSW is much more abrupt than seen in Z-coordinates, indicating that522

the PPV changes during the transition were caused by the isopycnal heaving523

rather than changes within a density class. Both of these views, Z and den-524

sity coordinates, are in good agreement with the conditions observed in the525

Labrador Sea half a decade earlier. According to Yashayaev (2007), strong526

convection in the Labrador Sea stopped in 1994, at which time the LSW was527

its densest and most voluminous. The densest LSW was observed at Line528

W in 2003, implying a spreading time for the dLSW of 9 years. However,529

due to the finite length of the record, this value should only be considered as530

an upper bound. Once the strong convection ceased in the Labrador Basin,531

the weaker convection responsible for the formation of uLSW did not start532

until the winter of 2000. By 2003 the uLSW reached its maximum thick-533

ness in the Labrador Sea, and 4 to 5 years later, in 2007, this thick layer of534
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uLSW was observed at Line W. Thus the spreading time of the uLSW lies535

somewhere between 4, when the peak of uLSW layer thickness is used as the536

starting time, and 7 years, if the onset of convection is used instead. The537

latter understood as the arrival of the fastest (first originated) signal from538

the Labrador Sea. However, the accuracy of these spreading times, and we539

believe others too, depends upon our ability to define extrema and inflection540

points both in our record as well as in the available records in the Labrador541

Sea. The recent work by Rhein et al. (2011) shows a continuous increase542

in the uLSW layer thickness with only a small peak (not significant within543

the error bars) in 2000 corresponding to the start of convection. Their es-544

timates, being based on fixed-density ranges, are not so straight forward to545

compare with our PV-based calculation, but nevertheless point out the “only546

approximate” nature of the spreading time estimates presented here.547

One last interesting aspect seen in the evolution of layer stretching anoma-548

lies is the out-of-phase relation found between OW and dLSW. Because these549

water masses are formed in different locations, the formation of the one should550

a priori not impact the formation of the other, as is the case for upper and551

deep LSW. However, it is possible that as the dLSW layer expands, it occu-552

pies the upper part of the OW depth range. The OW, whose lower boundary553

is practically at the bottom at W3, might then be forced offshore or takes an554

alternative equatorward route through the interior. This would also explain555

why the transition between OW and dLSW is so abrupt. As soon as the556

dLSW layer vanishes at W3, the OW layer develops again.557
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4. Summary and discussion558

In the present study we explored changes in the properties of the LSW559

within the DWBC southeast of Cape Cod for the period of November 2001 to560

May 2008. The most significant of the observed property changes occurred561

in the PPV field. The PPV minimum that traces the core of the waters562

formed by convection in the Labrador and Irminger Basins, slowly migrated563

from a depth of 1500m, where dLSW is typically found, to 700m, typical of564

uLSW. Between 2001 and 2003, the PPV anomaly minimum was deeper in565

the water column and more pronounced. After 2003 the PPV signal became566

more diffuse, and it was not until 2006 when the PPV minimum migrated to567

the uLSW level that a distinct PPV anomaly minimum was observed again.568

The transition between the two types of LSW corresponded to a period when569

moderate convection was observed in the Labrador Basin (Schott et al. (2004)570

and Yashayaev (2007)). Over time, the water re-stratified and its signature571

as it propagated equatorward was seen at Line W in the gradual rising of the572

isopycnals between 2003 and 2006. A description of the changes occurring573

in the newly ventilated LSW was obtained by working in isopycnal coordi-574

nates to remove the effects of isopycnal heaving. We found that during the575

intensification of the deep PPV minimum in the early part of the record, the576

dLSW layer was expanding, and the stratification within it was decreasing.577

The layer reached maximum density and thickness values around 2003. After578

2004, the stratification in the dLSW increased and the uLSW layer started579

to develop. By 2007 the dLSW thickness reached a minimum, and the uLSW580

layer was fully developed.581

The evolution of the layer thickness and density of both types of LSW582
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agrees remarkably well with that seen in the central Labrador Sea during the583

1990s (Yashayaev (2007)), albeit later in time. The time difference between584

the potential vorticity minima observed in the central Labrador Sea and585

at Line W suggested that the two types of LSW had somewhat different586

spreading rates during the observation period. Anomalies in dLSW took587

approximately 9 years to propagate from the central Labrador Sea to Line588

W, which implies a spreading rate of approximately 1.5cm/s, this being a589

lower bound estimate for the spreading rate since 9 years corresponds to the590

upper bound for the spreading time. The uLSW anomalies on the other591

hand appeared to spread more rapidly, taking between 4 and 7 years to592

reach Line W depending on whether maximum uLSW or onset of convection593

in the Labrador Sea are employed as starting time. This translates into594

spreading rates ranging from 2 to 3cm/s. These spreading rates are in much595

better agreement with those estimated by Molinari et al. (1998) than with the596

earlier estimates by Smethie (1993). Molinari et al. (1998) analyzed tracer597

data from a series of hydrographic sections across the DWBC at 26.5◦N, and598

estimated a transit time for the LSW from the Labrador Sea of 10 years,599

which implies a spreading speed of 2.5cm/s, similar to what is found here600

for the uLSW. Smethie (1993) inferred spreading rates from CFC inventories601

that are one order of magnitude lower than ours. His numbers range from602

11-12 years at 45◦N to 18 years at 32◦N. However, those previous estimates603

were based on a limited number of bottle measurements, compared to our604

continuous mooring record, and the uncertainties associated with the exact605

arrival time of the signals could be large. In that regard, we believe our606

estimate might be more accurate, since we were able to observe the exact607
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time of the transition between the dLSW and the uLSW.608

Along with the density and layer thickness variations, we found that on609

average, the water at W3 became colder and fresher with time. However,610

within the dLSW depth range, this tendency was reversed. The water here611

became warmer and saltier over time, similar to what was found by Yashayaev612

(2007) in the central Labrador Sea.613

Simple inspection of these anomaly time series suggested that the vari-614

ability in the velocity field was not closely coupled with the variability in615

the stratification. Fluctuations in the velocity field were more rapid than616

those seen in the hydrography. The joint EOF of the temperature, salinity617

and velocity anomaly fields revealed that the fraction of the velocity vari-618

ability that correlates with water mass changes was rather small (about 10%619

of the full velocity variability), with amplitudes of just 0.5-1cm/s. Neverthe-620

less, the sense of the correlated part was such that when newly ventilated621

dLSW was exported (PPV anomaly was negative at the dLSW level), the622

mean southwestward flow became stronger in the bottom 500m but weaker623

everywhere above it. At times when the negative PPV anomaly was in the624

uLSW, the mean southwestward flow was greater. These changes in the625

velocity field were consistent with the spreading rates inferred from the ar-626

rival of PPV and potential thickness anomalies to Line W, with the uLSW627

spreading nearly twice as fast as the dLSW. The vertical shear in the mean628

velocity profile, decreasing velocity with increasing depth, also contributed629

to the faster spreading of the uLSW, and further enhanced the difference630

in the spreading rates of both types of LSW. The in-phase/out-of-phase na-631

ture of the relationships between the density and velocity fields in the uLSW632
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and dLSW captured by the EOF analysis resulted in a partial compensa-633

tion of the transport per unit width of the two types of LSW at W3. Using634

fixed-density ranges to define both LSW types, we found that 25% of the635

transport per unit width variability at W3 was due to changes in layer thick-636

ness. These changes in layer thickness were responsible for the compensation637

between uLSW and dLSW above mentioned. The remaining 75% was re-638

lated to changes in the velocity averaged across the layer. In the uLSW,639

the contribution of the changing velocity term together with the increasing640

layer thickness resulted in an overall transport change of about -0.15Sv, if the641

pointwise changes hold over a total width of the flow of 100km. In the dLSW,642

some of the acceleration of the southwestward flow was canceled by the de-643

creasing layer thickness, leading to a net transport change of -0.2Sv (again644

assuming 100km width). These transport changes are small compared to the645

transport variability in the DWBC found by others. Bryden et al. (2005)646

found that the transport of the synoptic DWBC at 26.5◦N ranges from 5 to647

75Sv. Similar values, and more relevant to the work presented here, were648

reported by Toole et al. (2011) using the full Line W moored array data649

for the period of 2004-2008. However, the EOF velocity mode used in the650

present transport calculation represented just 10% of the full DWBC velocity651

variability. Using the full velocity variability (typical changes of ±15cm/s),652

the transport variability obtained would be one order of magnitude larger653

(−1.5Sv for the uLSW and -2Sv for the dLSW), comparable to the ampli-654

tude of the response of the LSW transport to changes in the MOC found655

by Böning et al. (2006) but still smaller to that reported by Bryden et al.656

(2005) and Toole et al. (2011). The latter found that transport variations in657
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the DWBC are dominated by width and velocity fluctuations, rather than658

by changes in the layer thickness. Because of the one-dimensional nature of659

the W3 observations, the effect of changes in the lateral extent of the DWBC660

cannot be considered here. However, this and other aspects of the variability661

in the flow of the DWBC associated with lateral changes in the DWBC were662

addressed in Pena-Molino (2010). The analysis of four years of data of the663

full Line W array (of which W3 is the central mooring) showed that the flow664

structure and the variability in the hydrographic properties during the study665

period had a different character inshore and offshore of the 3500m isobath.666

With the transition between these two regimes located slightly offshore from667

W3, the analysis presented here is more representative of the variability in668

the inner Slope (depths smaller than 3500m). The layered structure observed669

in PV was, on the other hand, coherent throughout the array, and exhibited670

the same phase relation between the different types of LSW reported here.671

The work presented here suggests that the DWBC is an active pathway for672

the export of LSW, not only in the mean but for the variability as well. The673

apparent contradiction between the Lagrangian view provided by the floats674

(Fischer and Schott (2002), Bower et al. (2009) and Bower et al. (2011)) and675

the Eulerian description of the variability based on the evolution of the PPV676

provided here as well as the water mass age distribution inferred from CFCs677

by Fine et al. (2002), can be in part explained by the different nature of the678

processes that govern the motion of the floats versus the spreading of a water679

mass inferred from a tracer. The motion of the floats is a purely advective680

process in which the displacements of a water parcel, whose properties are681

changing due to mixing, are determined by the instantaneous velocity field.682
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The spread of a tracer, on the other hand, is the result of an advective-683

diffusive balance. In this balance the mean flow, or the slowly varying part684

of it, is responsible for the advection of the tracer along the DWBC, while the685

integrated effect of the eddies acts to pull the tracer away from the boundary686

and into the interior. This was shown in the Getzlaff et al. (2006) simulated687

float trajectories. When the mean circulation was considered, 90% of the688

floats that were deployed in the Labrador Sea and reached the subtropics did689

so via the classical path in the DWBC, whereas only 60% followed this path690

when the variability was used instead. In a similar experiment by Bower691

et al. (2011), the percentage of floats exported via the DWBC in the mean692

was smaller than that of Getzlaff et al. (2006), however, still larger than the693

contribution from the interior pathway in the mean. In addition, another694

aspect of the circulation of LSW that cannot be captured by the floats is695

that related to the changes in the density of the water that is formed in696

the Labrador Sea from year to year. As was shown here, these changes in697

density are associated with large changes in the core depth of the LSW. This698

temporal variability was not accounted for by the isobaric floats, that were699

deployed at the same location and depth throughout the entire Bower et al.700

experiment.701

If the spreading of the tracer core, in this case PPV, along the DWBC702

route represents the less frequent export of the undiluted LSW, while the be-703

havior of the floats is, on the other hand, representative of the more frequent704

interior transport of more diluted LSW, it is natural to ask which of the two705

pathways is exporting more LSW? This question can only be addressed from706

a modeling perspective. However, the ability of current-generation models to707
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form the right volume of water with the correct characteristics is debatable;708

the answer one obtains from them may not necessary be accurate or even709

reproducible across models.710
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